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You Keep Using That Word... 



The Observability Triad

Tracing LoggingMonitoring



Observability Is Like Exercise

You know you should do it, but the couch is comfy and 
there might be something good on TV!

Its effects are seen over the long term

Eventually, it becomes a habit



The Goals

Avoid surprises

Fix problems quickly when they happen



Monitoring

The current and recent health of your system



It’s About The Numbers (metrics)

Each metric reports a number

The monitoring system tracks those numbers over time

“Dimensions” allow metrics to be sliced and diced



Example: Redshift CPU Utilization



One Metric, Multiple Dimensions



“The Four Golden Signals”

Latency

Traffic

Saturation

Errors

How long do requests take?

How much work is coming in?

How close are you to system limits?

What percent of requests fail?



Values Versus Buckets

(Percentile) Buckets

Reduces noise: outliers don’t change average, don’t get lost

Aggregation across collection periods is potentially invalid

Discrete values are useful for “right now” action

Presented as sum or min/max, rarely average



Outliers Are Important!

Every outlier should prompt you to ask “why?”

Why is one node handling more requests than the others?

Should there be so many login failures?

Missing data is the most important outlier

It usually means that part of your system is down

Or unable to report what it’s doing



Alerting

Identify anomalous behavior and wake someone up

Recognize trends and scale your infrastructure



Tracing

Helping you find bottlenecks



How It Works

Uniquely identify Requests and Spans

Runtime reports start/end timestamps for each span

Aggregator figures out how long everything took



Execution-time Breakdown



Service Map



Outliers Are Important!



Should you enable in Production?

Depending on implementation, may add overhead

… But production is where you see your real workload

Answer: YES!



Logging

How you debug production problems at 3 AM



Effective Logs Must ...

Convey appropriate urgency

Errors should wake people up

Debug messages should help developers solve problems

Provide enough information

What is the current state of my program?

What is it about to do, and why?

Without being overwhelming



This Is Not Effective

adapted with permission from
http://gunshowcomic.com/648



Structured Logging

Logs formatted for searching, not reading

JSON is the perfect structured log format

It’s well-defined

It’s extensible

It’s the format expected by popular search engines



Centralized Logging

Every node has its own log

In the cloud, machines 
disappear without a trace



Search engines FTW



Observability Culture

It’s not enough to say “let’s do this!”



Observe ALL The Things!



Don’t Let Storage Hold You Back

https://www.backblaze.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/chart-cost-per-drive-2017.jpg



Always Provide Value

It’s easy to report the wrong things

Applications that “cry wolf” are ignored



Make Dashboards Visible

Show only the information that is actionable

Raspberry Pi + Big Screen TV = Instant NOC



“Observability Infected”

One bad experience with un-observability

After debugging, leave your logging in-place (like writing 
a test to isolate a bug)

Encourage teams to ask questions about their app



Questions?
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Technology in the Service of Business.

Chariot Solutions is the Greater Philadelphia region’s top IT consulting firm specializing 
in software development, systems integration, mobile application development and 
training. 

Our team includes many of the top software architects in the area, with deep technical 
expertise, industry knowledge and a genuine passion for software development.

Visit us online at chariotsolutions.com.


